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chapter 21

Tora and Judaism must address all
reality. When archeologist and scientists
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present empirical evidence that bones
exist that they carbon dated to have lived
millions of years ago we must reconcile
with our understanding of the Bible that
claims that G-d created the world in
seven days. There exists two ways to
reconcile [1 ] We can state that the
archeologists' and scientists' data is not
accurate. Who says that the oxidation of
matter 5768 years ago occurred at the
same rate that it occurs today? There
exists no one alive today who was alive
5768 years ago when the world was
created who took such tests that
archeologists are taking today.
Consequently , it is pure speculation and
no more than a religious belief that the
rate of oxidation 5768 years ago was the
same as that today. The same is true
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with the bones of animals found and the
bones of what appears as homo sapiens.
Who says that these bones are not of
those animals and humans who perished
in the great deluge at the time of Noah.
Who is alive today who was alive 5000
years ago who can deny that these are the
skeletons of the animals and humans who
were destroyed by G-d in the great
deluge. All nations and cultures have in
their folk lore and religion some trace
and comment about this great natural
disaster. this is the explanation ofRav
Kamenetzki Rosh Yeshiva of Torah
Vodaat.
[2 ] A second approach is to concede that
the archeologists and scientists are correct.
when the Bible states that G-d created the
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world in seven days it refers to the days of
G-d that can be a million or a billion years
each. The theory of evolution can also be
integrated . G-d created the world in a
manner that more advance forms of life metamorph from less complex forms of life.
According to the writings of Kaballah we are
living in the 9999 world. Other prior
worlds were created and destroyed by G-d.
There were humans alive who behaved like
animals -apes - So G-d turned them into
apes. This is a reverse of Darwin's theory
of evolution. rather that man comes from
monkeys ;monkeys come from man. The
Torah that we possess in the Talmud and its
summary in the ShuIchanAruch does not discuss prior worlds. The
Talmud and Shulchan Aruch discuss our
world that we live in today. what
difference does it matter any way if there
existed homo sapiens prior to Adam ? Even
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if they did exist, G-d could have created
Adam as related in the Biblical story. Even
if the universe is millions or billions years
old and the archeologists and scientists are
correct , God could have created our
present world after aprior world was
destroyed. Historical records exist for the
last 5000-5700 years ago. THE TORAH THAT WE HAVE IS
VIABLE FOR MAN EVEN IF TH E UNlVERSE IS BILLI ON OF YEARS OLD. This is the

who died in 1936.
This is also the position of Rav Herz chief
Rabbi of Great Britain. the Pentateuch and
Hafotoras Soncino Press edited by dr. J.H.
Herz. See his introduction to Genesis.\
pos ition of Rav Kook for Chief Rabbi of Israel

The Torah is not a scientific journal.
The Rambam when he discusses the
make up of stars and planets was writing
using the scientific and philosophical
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knowledge that existed in his time 900
years ago. If today scientists prove his
theories erroneous . so what. That has
no effect as to what the Rambam writes
regarding Ritual Laws Civil Laws and
Criminal Laws of the Torah. G-d at Sinai
3400 years ago did not reveal scientific
knowledge. He revealed only laws
regarding Ritual Civil and Criminal
matters. Thus one can disregard and
smile at what the RAMBAM AND
OTHER MEN LIVING 900 YEARS
AGO ASSUMED EXISTS ON THE
STARS AND PLANETS. If they
claimed that the moon and the planets
were inhabited by angels we can see that
such is not the case when man landed on
the moon. When we send a mission to
Mars or Venus or Saturn or Jupitor we
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can ascertain that these planets have solid
surfaces and are not gaseous matters
inhabited by angels. Such is the
explanation of Rav Kamentezki in his
book emet LeY aakov on the Pentateuch .
•

CHAPTERS 22 23 24
METAMORPHOSE OF
CREATING gods
Orthodox Jewish Perspective
Any belief system that is not based on Torah from Sinai is considered
another religion
for J ews. Man creates other gods in his image who are clones of
himself/herself. All men create gods that are their own clones once the
moori ngs of Torah from Sinai are removed.

4000 years of history reveals
man's, propensity to create gods in his
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image. God created man in his image and
man creates gods in his own image.
Zecharia writes that at the end of time
God. 's name will be one. Obviously
God's name is presently one. But in
man's mind the gods that he created are
not one ;but many. Each man creates the
god who is the clone of himself/herself.

Torah permits man to interpret
God's law once he/she has mastered and
observes the four parts of the Shulchan
Aruch according to what they in their
mind understand. Their mind is the sum
total of all their experiences -their
personality.
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However one who has not met such
prerequisites is in effect creating gods,
not Torah.

Perspective from the point of view of
non Jewish religions.
God is unknown. The Bible the
Pentateuch in Exodus 33 :20 Parshas Ki
Siso states that when Moses asked to see
God, God replied for no man can see
God and live. THUS NO MAN
KNOWS THE TRUE ESSENCE OF
GOD.
All that man can perceive are the
attributes of God.
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It is fair to generalize that all
existing and past religions will agree
that when they speak about revelation of
the Word of God or that God appeared in
the form of a human , such revelation or
appearance was for a very brief time. At
most the man god lived no more than 33
years and then
disappeared. Each religion has a
different story. A number of religions
have a similar story of god appearing in
the form of a human the son of a god and
a human virgin who preaches and tries to
reform mankind, antagonizes the priests
in power , is tried and is condemned to
be crucified or buried alive. After his
death he stays in hell for three days then
is resurrected and joins the father god in
heaven and is part of a trinity or greater
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combination of gods.
The ancient Egyptians the Hindus the
Greeks Romans Babylonians the
Africans the Phoenicians all subscribe to
the creed of incarnation- a human man
god is born from the union of a god with
a virgin. Pharaoh from Egypt Hercules
and Alexander from Greece the Inca
rulers in Peru -South America, the
Roman emperors the Japanese emperor
all claim that they are the offsprings of
the union of gods with mortal virgins.
The Popes claim that they have the
power of Jesus and the holy Ghost They
represent infallible truth. They retain the
power at all times to interpret the old and
New Testament and represent the only
legitimate channel in the universe who
know God's will.
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